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Corrigendum 
Volume 138, Number 2 (1991), in the article “On the Number of 
Characters in a Block,” by Geoffrey R. Robinson, pages 515-521: On page 
519, Lemma 3 should be changed to Lemma 3.1. The proof of Lemma 3.1 
is also not correct, and the result itself may be incorrect, so an alternative 
must be found for the application of this result in Theorem 3.4. For the 
purposes of that application (with the notation of Section 3), it suffices to 
prove : 
LEMMA. Let b be a block of RH with defect group D and with bG = B, 
and 4 be an element of L(b) such that p”-‘qS$ P(b). For any integer r 
coprime to p, defirze the class function f!lCr) of H by O(“(x-‘y) = pd& y) if y 
is p-regular, 0 otherwise. 
Then there is an irreducible character, x, of G such that 
(Ind3~“‘)~ xl 4 (~1. 
ProojY We prove that any irreducible character of height zero in B has 
the desired property (and, in fact, we only require that bG = B for this 
conclusion; the fact that b has defect group D is not really necessary for 
this lemma). It suhices to consider the case r = 1. 
For x of height zero in B, we have 
(8(‘), Resz(x)) = c @es:(x), P)(@‘), P) 
p E h(H) 
= C a,(Resz(X), p)(p”& p) (using block orthogonality) 
Pcab 
where each a, is a p-power root of unity. 
Since each c1,, s 1 (mod z), it suffices to prove that 
P;b (Resz (x), p)( pd$, p) lies outside rc. 
The argument of Lemma 2.2, applied to H instead of to G, shows that 
(~“4, p) lies in (n) whenever p has positive height, while there is a fixed 
integer t (not divisible by p) such that whenever p is an irreducible charac- 
ter of b of height 0, 
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It suffices, then, to prove that 
P’b (Resz(X), ,n) p( 1) is not divisible by JZ9J,/pd-‘. 
This last assertion is actually an intermediate step in the proof of 
Theorem B, part (iii), of Blau [ 11. However, we reproduce the proof here 
for the sake of clarity. 
Let ox be the ring homomorphism Z(RG) -+ R associated to the 
character x. 
The by Lemma 3 of Broue [2], 
0, (gzp x(g-‘1 g) $ (n). 
But (using the Brauer homomorphism and the fact that bG = B), we have 





(using block orthogonality again). 
But since q. lies in L(b), and p d I (O) does not lie in P(b) (simply by - q 
consideration of degree), this last expression is congruent (mod rc) to a 
$-integer multiple of C, E b (Resz(X), p) p(l)pd/lH], by the argument used 
above with p”q5. Since we now know that this expression lies outside n, we 
are done. 
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